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Introduction/Abstract
“Plastic embodies, like no other substance, the arc of utopian hope and deep
despair around the very possibility of fundamental change in modern times
(Meikle 1995). These materials convey the plasticity (Malabou 2008) of human
being, the power of encounters to catalyze new modes of life. What if we learned
to see such banal and quotidian things, as openings into a common pulse of
existence, as fluid expressions of the ceaseless “play of forces and waves of
forces” evoked by Friedrich Nietzsche (1968, 550), rather than as isolated and
finished forms of consumer satisfaction?”
								
										Anand Pandian

Plastic shares with humans the adaptability to change in its
environment and the quality of being easily shaped or molded. In
that sense, I not only use discarded plastic as a building material,
but also make use of “plasticity” to transform the way we perceive
daily discarded material and its effects on our surroundings and
ourselves – changing environments, creating situations, molding
interactions, deforming thoughts and actions.
What are my questions; people’s questions about waste, as an
ecological problem, a process, as a category of rejected material
goods, as a mentality, as a judgment, as an infrastructural and
economic challenge, as a political risk, a site for power conflicts
or a source of creativity (Liboiron, M.). Ultimately, what are
potential answers? What are the diverse possibilities people,
including myself, are coming up with, in response to the current
scenario?
PLAST|C BE/NGS output takes two forms: first, a blog where
I compile a major part of my ongoing research and collect
different – many times conflicting – perspectives on the topic of
discarded materials and its many surrounding fields.
Second, practical experiments with discarded plastic; or plastic
waste as a method and means of exploring, expressing and
exposing the aesthetic intricacies of plastic waste as a material,
as well as its complexities and contradictions.
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Research
„Discard studies as a field in its own right has rich potential, drawing upon
but going beyond approaches to waste undertaken in disciplines of cultural
anthropology, economics, sociology, archaeology, geography, history, and
environmental studies, to name a few. A growing number of researchers
from all of these disciplines are asking questions about waste, not just as an
ecological problem, but as a process, as a category of rejected material goods, as
a mentality, as a judgment, as an infrastructural and economic challenge, as a
political risk, a site for power struggles and as a source of creativity”
											M.Liboiron
PLAST|C BE/NGS itself is an ongoing study, originated by
exploring the fundaments of how things are produced, consumed
and discarded; to the consequences of these processes on us
and our surroundings; to how people, all around the world, are
reacting towards these issues.
I started out by looking at the materials you and I throw away in
our daily lives.
“From the diaper on the newborn infant to bottled water, life
is inundated in disposable products. The throwaways include
hundreds of the latest gadgets our ancestors could never have
imagined: safety razors and blades, ballpoint pens, milk cartons,
plastic dishes and cutlery, aluminum cans, even one-way cameras.
Experts say a 20th century person throws away 100 times as much
material as did a person living in the mid-1800s.” (Adapted: The
Philosophy of Garbage By Robert McClory)
During this initial phase I traced our daily wastes technical profile,
also known as Municipal Solid Waste (MSW), I first examined its
volume and content on a global scale: What substances were to
be found? What processes did they undergo, from the extraction
of their raw materials, to the consumers hands, to the trashcan
or the recycling bin? And what interested me the most: What
happened after that? Where did all of our “obsolete” stuff end
up?
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This led me to a careful and critical analysis of the different
modes of dealing with MSW, in the past and today. What was
considered waste in the first place and why? How did this
change over time? What did this imply for you, me and our
surroundings? What is a landfill? An incinerator? What do
terms, such as, “recyclable”, “organic”, “biodegradable”, present
on the labels of many products we consume today… everyday,
truly mean?
During this phase, I made clear use of a dialectical method,
digging into each topic as deep as possible, trying to find as
many different, adverse elucidations and approaches of a theme,
as possible. This meant systematically looking for counter
arguments, which questioned, even discredited ideas, I myself,
as a consumer and as a producer of waste, had been quite
convinced of.
Take the notion of recycling, for example. Through not too much
research, one can easily find that it is, in reality, not at all what it
is cut out to be. Not only does it require an immense amount of
natural resources such as water and, depending on the energy
source, fossil fuels, but toxins emitted in the atmosphere, in
the process, are extremely detrimental to life on earth. Not to
mention that the recycling of most plastics we discard on a daily
basis is only possible a couple of times, after which the plastic
reaches too inferior a quality to be reused and will ultimately
end up in a landfill or incinerator, despite our efforts of being
good citizens. And should I get into details of how often our
single use plastic gets mistaken for food by sea birds and turtles,
for example, providing choking or entanglement hazards?
(All of these questions, their answers and the questions following
those answers, not only excited and overwhelmed me, but took
me from one theme to another and with every new substance
– be it aluminum, glass or plastic – I was lead back to the basic
questions: Why and how are these materials conceived? When
do they become obsolete and why? What happens to them,
when they do? What does this imply to you, me and the world
we live in?)
More than just a means to collect and visualize my research,
my blog (plasticbeings.tumblr.com) represents a dialog amongst
emerging questions and their many possible answers. Though
this gave me a substantial overview of the underlying issues
discard studies is concerned with, I felt the urge to actively take
part in and create new dialogs, new approaches and transmit
them in a physical, palpable way – so that people could observe
and explore, with eyes and hands, the residues and implications
of their precious abundant lifestyles.
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This lead to a phase of intense study of discards under the lenses
of sociology, anthropology and, more vitally, under the act of
practitioners manifesting a similar interest, posing questions,
creating dialogs in very creative concrete, public and interactive
ways.
It was Slavoj Žižek radical approach on the topic of waste, which
awakened my interest in the questioning of the elementary
notions of the “natural” and the “artificial”. He talks about the
assertion of some ecological movements that claim our response
to environmental degradation should be to reconnect with
nature, turn back on our alienation from nature, and see the
beauty in nature. Žižek, instead, suggests that we need to own
our distance and alienation from nature to see the trash that we
have produced. Furthermore, we need to find a way to do poetry
and spirituality in the grit and dirt of our world. Only when we
are really able to see and embrace trash can we expose the
factors that cause environmental destruction. Only after these
factors and their impacts (trash) are seen and exposed have we
built the ground for real and systemic change to take place.

Process
Parallel to the theoretical research, I initiated a hands-on
study, in which I examined mainly the physical, aesthetic and
sociocultural aspects of those same materials, within different
contexts. And despite the immense potential of discarded
materials in their entirety, I set focus on the one I believed to
be the utmost embodiment of today’s world’s excess: Plastic. I
approached it as a “raw (processed) material” and made use of it
as a means to transmit the intriguing (plastic) moment, I believe,
we now find ourselves in.
This practical study began with a collection of materials I would
have otherwise discarded in my own household (all of the nonorganic waste I produced weekly). Beer cans, tin cans, wine
bottles, PET bottles, plastic packaging and bags, milk and egg
cartons, to mention a few. I set the goal of deconstructing and
constructing new “things” out of the objects I collected, on a
weekly basis. I soon found myself much more engaged with the
plastic material due not only to the fact that it composed most
of the material collected, but also, due to its malleability and
the fact I could easily alter it, substantially, with my bare hands
whereas glass and aluminum, for example, required a set of tools
to handle and transform in the ways I would have liked to.
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This led to a deeper exploration of the plastic objects we
frequently discard – from plastic bags to disposable cutlery and
take-away “everythings” – I realized how much more present
than other materials plastic is, in our daily lives. As I studied how
these objects are, indeed, manufactured, I started perceiving
something as banal as a plastic water bottle, as a series of
complex processes – How its raw materials are extracted, how it
is produced, how it reaches our hands and, usually, within a few
minutes, is discarded, potentially (far from certainly) recycled
or ends up in a landfill or the sea, where it will stay for at least
hundreds of thousands of years, and so on. As a phenomenon
of mass production in a globalized world, this “harmless” water
bottle represents, to me, today’s fast-paced, ever-growing
world’s demands and values and is, in that sense, the embodiment
of the times I am living in.
This made it even more clear to me that I wanted to work with
plastic as a physical means to publicly and interactively explore
and question the effects of this overwhelmingly abstract and
yet so numbingly material, omnipresent phenomenon on you,
me and the world we live in. Through public intervention, I
wished to create experiences which submerge passersby in
these perplexing issues – perturbing and captivating spectators,
compelling them to reflect on both the visible and invisible
residues of their precious abundant lifestyles.
I began this “material-and-medium-specific” phase by
experimenting with interventions through plastic constructions
and installations in private/public spaces (e.g. parks, streets,
school, apartment windows) and investigate different forms
of interaction in these diverse “habitats” and amongst their
inhabitants.
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Fossils of Precipitation
The first of the series of experimental interventions, this
“living” installation was composed of suspended ice blocks, of
different shapes and sizes, which with time and exposure to
the artificially heated atmosphere, melted, revealing another
material contained within its structures: Plastic, derived from
PET (polyethylene terephthalate) bottles.

By taking one of the most ordinary forms of plastic we know
out of its daily context – as a functional object (a container of
liquids) – and exposing its aesthetic qualities, I aimed at toying
with peoples perception: Did they even recognize what they
were looking at?
Although the delicate, crystalline sculptures were stunning to
look at, the barely recognizable fact that each structure was
formed by the “fusion” of water and plastic, was the essence of
the installation as it represented, what I perceive as, these two
substances (H2O and PET) common origin and the embodiment
of Slavoj Žižek idea of “non-separation of the natural and the
artificial”, as cited above (a crucial view in my approach towards
discarded materials as a whole).
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Plasticollection
The task of saving every single piece of plastic waste produced
in my own household (including my roommate’s waste) and my
daily life proved an irritating task. As the collection grew at an
unexpected rate, by the end of the first month we barely had
space left to store it all. I thought of this as an opportunity to
confront myself with the plastic waste I, myself, produce. This
exercise began in February 2016 and is ongoing.
As the plastic collection grows in volume, so does its contents
diversity in texture, color and shape. With this substantial array
of plastics, I have initiated a series of “enactments” of these
collected materials. Sculpture, public installation, jewelry,
tagging and photography, are the main media I have been
working with on what I call PLAST|C FORMAT/ONS.
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PLAST|C FORMAT/ONS
INATURE

What is(n’t) nature?
In the post–World War II world, where lab-synthesized plastics
have virtually defined a way of life, we’ve come to think of plastics
as unnatural, yet nature has been knitting polymers since the
beginning of life. Every living organism contains these molecular
chains.
The cellulose that makes up the cell walls in plants is a polymer.
So are the proteins that make up our muscles and our skin and
the long spiraling ladders that hold our genetic destiny, DNA.
So, what makes a plastic bag any less “natural” than any other
plant or organism on earth? Aren’t we, in essence, composed
of the same matter; don’t we share the same origin? How do
we distinguish the “natural” from the “artificial”? What do these
terms mean to begin with?
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Concrete Mirror
Plastic, light and concrete-based, momentary installations. (NT
Areal, Basel, Switzerland)
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Trash Tagging
Can we communicate through trash? Make a statement?
Leave a (long-lasting) mark?
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PLASTICULT
A portrait of my generation, through its daily plastic consumption.
The production of plastic waste as a means to register, for
current and future generations to experience and discuss the
content and form of what the current generation consumes
and discards. Given that plastic lasts for a very long time (Still
speculated, anything from thousands – millions of years), what
material could be better to utilize as a means of communicating
our existence to generations in thousands of years? What can
our daily trash say about us and the way we live?
Samples of every single plastic-wrapped product consumed (and
discarded), from at least 10 different households, are collected,
during a month, in the city of Basel, Switzerland in May 2016.
Every collected plastic piece is laminated in an A3 page format,
also wrapped in plastic, given its durability, longevity and the
ironic effect of wrapping plastic packaging in plastic (making
plastic packaging, a discarded, banal piece of „trash“ into
something worth saving).
The index would serve as a document registering our times –
an archeological document today and in thousands of years. It
would be handed over to the Museum of Cultures in Basel or
another institution, which could “house” and preserve it for
generations to come.
My generation’s plastic consumption is a means of communicating
the way we live(d), produce(d), consume(d), discard(ed), in current
times. Given its use of “fossilized” (laminated), frozen-like, plastic
packaging to do so, as opposed to objective, descriptive text, it
more puzzles and intrigues than informs, at first, as its contents
require the viewer’s active inspection and inquisitiveness to gain
meaning.
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Reflection
As material engineer Debbie Chacra put it:
„Plastic is more than just water bottles and Tupperware. If you’re
indoors, look around. There’s a good bet that much of what’s in
your field of view is made of plastic. Paint. Carpeting. Upholstery.
The finish on a wood floor. Veneer on furniture. And that’s before
you go into your kitchen, or bathroom, and never mind a subway
car or a hospital (disposable, sterile medical supplies, anyone?).
Plastic is so ubiquitous that it’s almost invisible.“
Our addiction to plastics, combined with a reticence to recycle,
means the stuff is already leaving its mark on our planet’s
geology. Of the 300 million tons of plastics produced annually,
about a third is thrown away soon after use. Much is buried in
landfill where it will probably remain, but a huge amount ends
up in the oceans. “All the plastics that have ever been made
are already enough to wrap the whole world in plastic film,”
palaeobiologist Jan Zalasiewicz of the University of Leicester,
UK, recently pointed out at a conference in Berlin, Germany. It
sounds enough to asphyxiate the planet.
Whether you think of yourself as a „conscious“ person or not
makes no difference. Reducing, reusing and especially recycling
still won’t change the fact that most of the plastic you and me
consume will end up useless in a landfill, incinerator or the
ocean. Outliving you, me, our great grandchildren by hundreds
of thousands of years.
By inviting people to collect their plastic waste, during a month,
I wanted to examine the consumption of a generation which
grew up in a world where plastic has become so present and
ordinary in daily life, that we barely even notice it anymore; a
generation, which buys and throws away this incredible material
at a stunning rate, without hesitation.
I was interested not only in looking closely at what these objects
being consumed and discarded by these people on a daily basis
were, but also in the relationship they had with these „things“ and
with these actions – the „waste“, their consumption, collecting
things they would otherwise discard. Would taking part in this
task alter the way they perceive all of this?
I invited roughly 100 people to participate, around 15 people
responded positively and accepted the task. It was simple: Keep
a sample of all the plastic consumed, within a month (e.g. a
plastic bags, wrappers, water bottles, disposable dishes, etc.),
no repeated items, making the task easier and allowing for an
overview, of a persons day-to-day plastic consumption. 2 out of
the original 15 participants completed the task.
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Despite my initial frustration with people’s lack of participation,
I found it an interesting occurrence and realized it already said
a lot about people’s perception of waste. So, I asked them what
had happened; why they didn’t keep their word and, to my
astonishment, the answers didn’t vary all too much.
One group of people had supposedly been collecting the plastic
waste in a normal trash bag, which was eventually mistaken for
„normal“ waste and thrown away by a third party. Another group
had gotten fed up with the stench and got rid of it themselves
and another, failing to collect certain items, concluded it would
be pointless to continue with the task, and a last, small group
had never even started collecting, to begin with, as they forgot
about it.
It was only after a 4th and very direct e-mail addressing their lack
of communication, commitment and my utter disappointment
(yes, I made it pretty personal), as well as a second and final
chance for the group of people to fully engage in the one-month
task, that I actually got people actively participating.
The exchange of information regarding the process of collecting
waste was perhaps the most insightful, during the entire project.
Through Olivia’s collection, for example, I realized a series of
small everyday items people didn’t even recognize were made
of plastic, such as the stickers branding some imported fruits in
supermarkets or tags on clothing. Others, such as Martin and
Kilian, remembered to collect “Tetrapak” containers (composed
of paper, aluminum and plastic), something other participants
missed given its carton-like appearance.
This became not only a conversation starter with the other
participants but a motivation for them, too, to be more attentive
regarding the things they consumed in general; observe closer;
sometimes even requiring them to research the plastic content
of certain substances they encountered. I even heard, from
some of the participants, that by the end of the month, and well
after the task had been concluded, they had a very hard time
discarding plastic. They saw in the material a value they hadn’t
recognized before, and it now gave them a bad feeling to simply
throw it away.
Some use the Anthropocene, others the Plasticene to describe
Earth‘s most recent geologic time period as being humaninfluenced, or anthropogenic, based on overwhelming global
evidence that atmospheric, geologic, hydrologic, biospheric and
other earth system processes are now altered by humans (the
word combines the root „anthropo“, meaning „human“ with the
root „-cene“, the standard suffix for „epoch“ in geologic time).
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In her recent book Death of The Posthuman, Claire Colebrook
says that the Anthropocene is a nostalgia for a future that we
will never see. We have already started trying to look back at
ourselves and figure what our legacy will be. That’s a disturbing
idea. What will remain of us a million years from now – something
as profound and incomprehensible as crude oil?

Product/Result
Every collected plastic piece is first photographed, the 2d items
are laminated in an A3 format and the 3d items placed in plexiglass boxes, also in A3 format x 15cm in height. Each person’s
collection forms a stack of laminated sheets and plastic boxes,
protecting and preserving their plastic legacy. The combination
of these plastic portraits will form a „plastic index“ stored inside
a hollow 2-3m tall monolith.
As the representation of my generation’s plastic consumption,
PLASTICULT, is not only a monument to today’s plastic world,
but also a physical, palpable index communicating the way we
live(d), produce(d), consume(d) and discard(ed), in current times.
Its astonishing dimensions and stunning aesthetic properties
are meant to lure passersby to observe it more closely.
Once before the monumental structure, people are summoned
to further explore its contents with their own hands. In order to
do so, however, they must put on a pair of cotton gloves. This
automatically imposes different behavior on the participants,
obliging them to handle with delicacy and care objects they
would otherwise treat as garbage. A magnifying glass also gives
people the opportunity to examine these materials in more
detail than ever before.
“Wrapping” plastic in plastic, is my means of making the ordinary
plastic material we throw away so frequently and without second
thought, labeled and perceived as „trash“, into something worth
saving. The plastic monolith manifests plastics value as our true,
long lasting legacy, as individuals of a globalized society. As
items of future archeology, these plastic „fossils“ are a means
to register the content and form of what current populations, in
different regions of the world, consume and discard.
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Conclusion/Future
As an ongoing study in the realm of discard studies and all of its
underlying fields, I feel PLAST|C BE/NGS has merely scratched
the surface. In that sense, the blog’s maintenance is a great means
to continue my research, constantly expanding my perspectives
on the topic, creating a database for myself and others, as well
as developing a network of people interested in similar practices
as I. As for the hands-on research with discarded materials, I
wish to further develop PLASTICULT on an international level,
examining people’s plastic waste and the stories it tells in
different regions of the world.
I will continue questioning and exploring the materials and
mindsets used in the world today. As a creative practitioner
and a member of society, I do not want to contribute to the
accumulation of useless, toxic waste, massively produced on
a daily basis, but want to help re-think the way we perceive
things and their lifecycles. I want to support the development
and use of healthy, sustainable materials and practices, but also
want to figure out ways of repurposing the “not-so-healthynor-sustainable” yet useful materials we are still producing and
consuming massively on a daily basis. Materials like plastic, which
are here to stay and ideally, should cease to be produced in their
current forms, once that shift does, indeed, take place, we will
still be left with an unfathomable amount of them purposelessly
laying around.

“For these objects, after all, have destinations far beyond our sidewalks and
wastebins, passing into the muddied tides, ash-flecked skies, and grotesque
bellies of our time. And they begin as well with life and death, as fossil fuels,
with the “animal bodies in the browned oil procured from the distillation of
fossilized things,” as the Russian scientist Mikhael Lomonosov first speculated
in 1757.1 Say we confronted more squarely these chemical, biological, and
geological currents eddying in the stuff of our lives. Could we find a way of
cultivating more livable relationships with those countless things and beings
that we use and dispose of so lightly?”
										Anand Pandian
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Sources/Links
Examined Life, a film featuring philosophers such as Cornel West, Judith
Butler, Slavoj Žižek and Avital Ronell amongst others. I focus on one
section of the film where Slavoj Žižek talks about trash and ecology as
ideology
Discard Studies – Social Studies of Waste, Pollution and Externalities
Website
Plastic by Anand Pandian
Plastic Age: How it’s reshaping rocks, oceans and life by Christina Reed
PLAST|C BE/NGS Blog
Material World Website by Haidy Geismar and Daniel Miller
Narrating Waste Blog by William Viney
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